
REYDON VILLAGE PLAN 
 
MINUTES OF THE STEERING GROUP MEETING AT THE RANDOLPH HOTEL 18TH 
SEPTEMBER 2013 AT 7 PM 
 
Present: Dexter Kirk, Ridley Burnett, Kate Stevenson, Sally Skinner, John Skinner, 
Claire Hillier, Margaret Beckett, Pamela Cyprien, Gerald Cole, Richard Turvill, Julie 
Jordon, Maureen Jolley. 
 
1 Apologies: Roger Cracknell, Robert Kelsey, Clive and Pippy Ticknell, Phillip O’Hear 
 
2 Minutes of the previous meeting held on 18th July These minutes had been 
circulated and were now formally approved, all in favour. 
 
3 Matters arising. There appeared to be communication problems with Brian Jolley and 
Maureen would check and send to Kate. 
  
4 Chairman’s opening report. The chairman welcomed the new steering group for this 
inaugural meeting. He broadly covered the raison d’etre of both the Town/Village Plan 
and a Neighbourhood plan, and stated that both Town and Village Councils intended to 
execute the Neighbourhood Plan jointly. As a consequence the faster the RVP could be 
completed the sooner the NP could be stated and hopefully key planning issues e.g. The 
Smere could be protected. 
 
5 RVP Constitution. Copies of the draft were circulated and everyone was asked to 
come back to the next meeting with comments. Comments related to the wording 
surrounding the sub groups, error on page 2 and error on the name of the bank account. 
A revised version to be sent out by Kate for adoption at the next meeting. 
 
6 RVP Sub groups and Terms of Reference. Dexter reported that in the STP 32% of 
the responses were from Reydon and many areas common to both Town and Village 
were covered.  He suggested that we just have two sub-groups. One working with local 
groups on local issues and the other managing the questionnaire. This was agreed by 
everyone and we will aim to select the two sub-group heads at the next meeting. 
Julie Jordon thought this an excellent idea and Sally Skinner relayed Amanda 
Humphries’s idea of involving Reydon primary school in the consultation process. Sally 
agreed to forward the contact details to Kate. 
 
5 Treasurer’s Report. Ridley reported that though the bank account was now open, we 
could not raise money until we had a signed constitution and a covering document 
explaining the reason for the needed funds. He agreed to contact the STP Treasurer to 
get a copy of theirs and amend for RVP use. 
 
RPC are contributing £100 to the RVP and Julie Jordon said that she would try to get 
this increased to £500. Ridley asked that members produced original invoices/receipts 
for any reimbursements. It was agreed for all expenses to be reimbursed i.e. mileage. 
 
6 Communications Report. Sally Skinner said that the Fun Day had been very useful 
and visitors came up with a lot of ideas which she had listed. Amanda Humphry was 
very helpful and had some interesting ideas. We all thanked Sally and Ridley for all their 



work. Barry Tolfree had produced a poster and we agreed that we may use the logo he 
designed for our questionnaire. 
 
7 AOB. Jon Skinner indicated his interest in discussing the questionnaire software with 
CommunityActionSuffolk. Dexter to provide contact details. 
 
8 Date of the next meeting: Friday 11th October 2013 at 7.00 p.m. at The Randolph. 
 
   

  
 
 
 


